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Abstract
This chapter starts with an introduction illuminating the theoretical background necessary for taking culture into account in HCI design. Definitions of
concepts used are provided followed by a historical overview on taking culture
into account in HCI design. Subsequently, a glimpse of the current state of
research in culture-centered HCI design is derived from secondary literature
providing the gist of the structures, processes, methods, models and theoretic
approaches concerning the relationship between culture and HCI design (“converging” strategies). After presenting controversies and challenges, a short
discussion of results from empirical studies and design recommendations for
culture-centered HCI design lead to implications and trends in future intercultural user interface design research to close the knowledge gap (the “divergence”) regarding the relationship between culture and Human-Computer
Interaction (HCI), i.e. converging the divergence to reach the convergent divergence.
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1. Introduction and Problem Discussion
It’s a natural result of the media convergence we’ve seen happening for decades,
that companies are now starting to converge to offer a new model and to enjoy
the same benefits. Therefore, also in intercultural user interface design (IUID), it
is reasonable to look for ideas that are deeply connected to culture, which can
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align with societal changes and can help to stay lean, focused and as profitable as
possible without compromising on quality. Cultures are melting together permanently-implicitly e.g. by the process of globalization and explicitly e.g. by
doing IUID. Divergence in IUID is represented by the different perspectives in
applying IUID concerning objectives, strategies and processing including processes, methods, and tools. This divergence in IUID is reduced to the extent cultures converging implicitly and converging strategies in IUID are applied explicitly.

Relationship between Convergence and Divergence in
Intercultural User Interface Design and Related Problems
Up to know, there is still a remarkable knowledge gap (a divergence) regarding
the relationship between culture and Human-Computer Interaction (HCI). This
gap as well as the gap between developer and other culturally imprinted endusers (i.e. another-different-divergence) must be closed by using “converging”
strategies that should ensure to yield successful intercultural user interface design (IUID). Today, such strategies contain at least the method of culture oriented
HCI design applying intercultural variables (cf. [1]), user interface characteristics (cf. [2]), and intercultural usability engineering (cf. [3]) as well as using HCI
dimensions (cf. [4]). These approaches are used to support the design process
which finally should lead to good user interfaces of high usability provoking excellent user experience. However, the successful application of these approaches
strongly depends on the successful intercultural communication which again
depends on the personal ability to mutually understand the web of belief of the
others using empathic capabilities (cf. [5]). Experienced designers are aware of
this. Young designers have to acquire the experience first. Thereby, several
“waves” of diverging and converging emerge, gathering knowledge (converging)
and distributing knowledge (diverging). These kinds of ups (converging) and
downs (diverging) in processes can be determined also in the overall perspective
of designing HCI for the world. Localization (divergence) led to internationalization and UI4All (user interfaces for all) (convergence), which in turn recently
dissolved again in indigenous perspectives and designed for the wild (divergence) (cf. [6]). In addition, this can be observed in the wavelike behavior within
the HCI design process from top (abstract-convergence) to the bottom (concrete-divergence) and vice versa, which is iterative design, i.e. traversing the
phases in circles. In this chapter, the mentioned “waves of divergence and convergence” in this sense are elucidated in detail in the cultural context to derive
implications and recommendation for adapting; optimizing and possibly extending (e.g. by using universals (cf. [7])) the existing “converging” strategies in
the field of intercultural user interface design.

2. Method: Literature State of the Art/Literature Review
To capture the paradigms and newest aspects regarding methodology, technology transfer and the diffusion of innovation, one has to browse through the lite85
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rature up to now to get an impression about what the most important tasks in
intercultural HCI research can, should or must be in the future. The publications
compiled by the author within this field of research connecting culture and HCI
serve to determine the current state of research in this area and to categorize the
main research topics in culture-centered HCI design. The most prominent results of this collection process by the author are presented in the following.

2.1. Terminology
There are several concepts of “culture”. According to the cultural anthropologist
Edward T. Hall, culture co-occurs with communication. Culture is a “silent language” or “hidden dimension” which steers people unconsciously (cf. [8]). Difficulties in communication with members of other cultures arise from that. If
one is not conscious of one’s own motives, which are culturally influenced, one
cannot understand the motives and actions of others (cf. [5]). The position that
is taken in this paper is that culture is a set of facts (structural conditions)
representing an orientation system established by collective programming of the
mind (cf. [9]) within a group of individuals. Cultural models describe the cultural distance, i.e. the differences between cultures and allow the comparison of
them with each other (cf. [10]). One of the best-known cultural models is the
iceberg model of culture (cf. [11]). Only 10% of the attributes of a culture are
visible and conscious. The rest is invisible and unconscious and hence, difficult
to investigate. Cultural models help to overcome this methodological gap using
cultural standards and dimensions to look beneath the water surface, i.e. to
probe the unconscious areas of culture. The organizational psychologist Alexander Thomas established the concept of “cultural standards”, which expresses
the normal, typical and valid attributes for the majority of the members of a certain culture regarding the respective kinds of perception, thought, judgment and
action (cf. [12]): 112). Cultural standards serve as an orientation system for the
members of a group and regulate action. The individual grows into its culture by
assuming and internalizing these cultural standards. This process encompasses
learning basic human abilities in the social arena, control of one’s own behavior
and emotions, the satisfaction of basic needs, worldview, verbal and nonverbal
communication and expectations of others as well as the understanding of one’s
role and scales for judgment. Another key concept for describing a cultural system is that of “cultural dimension”, which can serve as a basis for the identification of cultural standards (cf. [13]: 38). According to Hofstede, cultural dimensions are quantitative models to describe the behavior of the members of different cultures allowing the analysis and comparison of the characteristics of different groups quantitatively (cf. [9]) because the cultural imprint of cultural
groups can be measured using quantitative questionnaires (cf. [14]). This should
also be done for all other cultural dimensions. They represent an aspect of a culture, which is measurable in relation to other cultures. Hence, cultural dimensions can be used to classify kinds of behavior between cultures. Cultural dimensions are indicators showing tendencies in the interaction and communication
behavior of members of cultures.
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There are similar concepts taking cultural aspects in HCI design into account.
At least the following concepts exist:
 Intercultural HCI design [3] [15] [16] [17].
 Cross-cultural HCI design [18] [19].
 Culture-oriented HCI design [1].
 Culture-centered HCI design [20].
Their connotations are different, which predisposes the concepts to be applied
differently in diverse contexts. Intercultural HCI design means the process of
HCI design in the cultural context (cf. [21]). Intercultural HCI design describes
the user and culture oriented design of interactive systems and products taking
the cultural context of the user into account with respect to the respective tasks
and product usage (cf. [1] [22]). This approach has grown in academic literature
from 1990 to 2000 and emerged from the processes of globalization, internationalization and localization of products. Localization (L10N) means the adaptation of the system to certain cultural circumstances for a certain local market, for
example the adaptation of the look and feel of the user interface or the internal
data structures to the cultural needs of the user (cf. [23]). Internationalization
(I18N) of a product means that the product will be prepared for its usage in the
desired (in the best case for all) countries (cf. [24]). The internationalization of a
software product delivers a basic structure on which a later cultural customization (localization) can be carried out. Globalization (G11N) encompasses all activities with regard to the marketing of a (software) product outside a national
market (including I18N and L10N software). The objective is to run successful
marketing in one or several regional markets by taking into account the technical, economic and legal conditions there [25]. Marcus requested additionally that
cross-cultural HCI design should account for dimensions of cultures relating
them to user interface characteristics (cf. [18]). Several researchers established
the culture-centered HCI design process on research on cross-cultural interface
design (cf. [1] [20] [26]) and thereby applying iterative analysis to take the target
users and their cultural needs into account. Therefore, the topic of intercultural
HCI analysis is particularly interesting from the information sciences point of
view since this can yield new knowledge, new requirements and goals for the design of information processing systems involving software engineering, software
ergonomics and usability engineering.

2.2. History
“Intercultural research in Information Systems is a relatively new research area
that has gained increasing importance over the last few years [...]” ([27]: 17).
Using the key words “cross-cultural HCI” when searching the ACM digital library
reveals an exponential rise of publications in this area since 2000 (cf. Figure 1).
There are several papers in the literature review concerning the usage of information systems in their cultural context. Two of the first important books regarding internationalization of HMI are “Designing User Interfaces for International Use” [28] and “International User Interfaces” [29]. Another very good in87
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Figure 1. Approximating exponential rise of publications regarding cross-cultural HCI
design in the ACM digital library.

troduction to the study of cross-cultural of HCI is [30] reviewing the research
methodology, the technology transfer and the diffusion of innovation to shed
light on the cross-cultural study of human-computer interaction. Another overview of culture and its effects on HCI is given in [31]. There is also activity investigating the trends in intercultural HCI (cf. [32]). A review of culture in information systems research to postulate a shift to a theory of information technology culture conflict is presented in [33]. The relationship between culture
and computers can be illuminated by a re-view of the concept of culture and implications for intercultural collaborative online learning [34]. An overview of a
decade of journal publications about culture and HCI can be found in [35].
From this, several “hypes” can be identified in this area. The first one happened in the early 1990ies. The next one was around 2000 and since about 2010
research in intercultural HCI design has steadily increased. In these “hypes” the
number of publications is high indicating high research interest and effort:
 Before 1990: almost no publications available relating “culture” and “HCI”.
 1990-1999: pioneers [11] [29] [36] [37].
 2000-2004: basic systematic work [1] [3] [18] [38] [39] [40] [41].
 2005-2010: evaluating the new field and the systematic work [20] [42] [43]
[44] [45].
 Since 2010: strongly driving research in this field [17] [46] [47] [48] [49].
Another kind of categorization of the field represents the TLCC model which
was derived from the analysis of the history of examining the cultural aspects in
HCI design and contains four levels of depth and thereby takes cultural aspects
in HCI design into account [50]. This model shows the historical growth of internationalization and localization steps in HCI design represented by its four
levels: technical affairs (T), language (L), culture (C) and cognition (C). At the
lowest level, certainly adequate programming languages, representation forms
and character sets (Unicode), etc. must be used (cf. [51]). Technical aspects have
to be adapted so that the products can be used in every country (for example,
88
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power supply). Adapting software to Unicode is an example of a precondition to
process Asian languages at the language level. Adaptation at cultural level concerns country-specific aspects including format, currency, colors, modality, menu structure, content of the menu, help, number of messages, length of texts,
number of hints, degree of entertainment or ratio of information to entertainment. At the highest level, cognitive styles that describe types of human thinking
such as problem solving or making conclusions can be taken into account (cf.
[52] [53]). These processes strongly effect not only the functionality and the user
interface of the product (i.e., monitor, keyboard, soft and hard keys, control
buttons, speech dialogs, within a graphical (GUI) or speech (SUI) user interface,
etc.) but also interactive behavior. In cross-cultural HCI design cultural and
cognitive aspects must be taken into account in addition to technical and linguistic aspects of localization, in any case. However, in industry, the usage of internationalization concepts beyond the technological and language level has only
recently been initiated (cf. e.g., [54] [55]). Thereby, it has been suggested how to
cross-culturally implement information systems [56]. Today, in industry at least
technical and linguistic aspects are taken into account in designing products for
other cultures. In contrast, the academic approach is predominately concerned
with cultural and cognitive aspects.

3. Results: Methodologies & Approaches for Converging
Divergences in Intercultural User Interface Design
To bridge the divergence represented by the gap in the knowledge of the differences in intercultural HCI design, converging methods and approaches to reduce this divergence are presented in the following.

3.1. Intercultural Variables and Method of
Culture-Centered Design
Intercultural variables describe the differences in HCI design regarding the preferences of the users of different cultures [22]. “Intercultural” variables represent
knowledge that can be obtained only by observing at least two cultures and their
differences, i.e. doing intercultural research (cf. [57]) to obtain relevant knowledge for internationalization of software and system platforms (cf. Table 1).
Hence, “intercultural variables” are referred to in cases where the intercultural
research character for obtaining the values of the variables is meant and “cultural variables” are denoted, when mainly the usage of the values of the variables
themselves (concerning a specific culture) is important. However, they can also
be called simply “cultural” variables, because the values of those variables represent knowledge for a specific culture (relevant for system and software localization). There are “direct” and “indirect” cultural variables affecting HCI parameters either directly (e.g., interaction, information presentation or language)
or indirectly (e.g., via maintenance, documentation or technical surroundings).
Direct cultural variables are the most important, because they have direct and
essential influence on the design of HCI. Direct variables can be divided into
89
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Table 1. Intercultural variables according to [22]: 97 et. seqq. (estimated values regarding
the difficulty to recognize the variables are added by the author).

Intercultural
variable

Level of
localization

Relation to
HCI design

Perceivability
of the variables

Estimated
difficulty to
recognize
[0 (easy) - 10
(difficult)]

Dialog design

Interaction

Direct

Hidden/Over long time
and deep analysis

10

Interaction
design

Interaction

Direct

Hidden/Over long time
and deep analysis

9

System
functionality

Function

Indirect

Visible/Immediately

8

Service
(Maintenance)

Function

Indirect

Visible/Immediately

7

Technical
documentation

Function

Indirect

Visible/Immediately

6

Information
presentation

Surface

Direct

Visible/Immediately

4

Language

Surface

Direct

Visible/Immediately

2

General system
design

Surface

Indirect

Visible/Immediately

0

“visible” variables concerning surface levels and “hidden” variables affecting interaction levels, together mirroring the concept of the iceberg metaphor [22].
Both kinds of variables have strong influences on the design and determination
of the usability and acceptance of the system. Visible intercultural variables concern presentation (colors, time and date format, icons, font size, window size,
form, layout, widget position like the position of navigation bar) and language
(font, direction of writing, naming) level of a product (appearing above “water
surface” in the iceberg metaphor). They can be recognized very easily because
they are directly accessible and less determined by cultural context. Non-visible
or “hidden” intercultural variables (below the “water surface”) affect dialog design (menu structure and complexity, changing of dialog form, layout, widget
positions, information presentation speed, frequency of changing dialogs, screen
transitions) and interaction design (navigation concept, system structure, interaction path, interaction speed, usage of navigation bar, etc.) which have strong
correlations to the cultural context. These variables concern the interaction and
dialog level of a product and need high research priority (e.g. using special tools
as suggested by [58]). Cultural variables can be used to develop an approach for
the design of intercultural human-machine systems using the “method of culture-oriented design” (MCD) according to [22]: 108 as presented in Figure 2.
The MCD integrates factors from established concepts of culture-oriented design into existing concepts of HMI design. Thereby, knowledge about cultural
differences is integrated into existing methods. To include intercultural aspects
in human-machine interaction, a simplified version of this method will be applied in this work
90
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Theoretical
Analysis

MMS

Determine
intercultural factors by
analysing user culture
via cultural
dimensions

Empirical
Analysis

Determine the values for the intercultural
variables regarding the desired user culture by
user studies

Integration

Connect the variables to the
human machine system by
system design

Derive
intercultural
variables from
the cultural
differences
found

Intercultural
MMS

Figure 2. Simplified version of the Method of Culture-oriented Design (MCD) (Source:
[17]: 66).

3.2. User Interface Characteristics
To make cultural dimensions available for user interface design, [18] developed
characteristic factors for user interfaces and gives examples that can have an effect on user interface design. The user interface characteristics “metaphor”,
“mental model”, “navigation”, “interaction” and “presentation” are connected to
the five cultural dimensions of Hofstede. However, Marcus used a purely deductive approach to obtain these connections. Many possible recommendations for
web design have been derived by [59] mainly from Hofstede’s knowledge without empirical foundation of all connections. Therefore, this formulated model
still needs empirical validation (even if, meanwhile, there is some empirical work
from Marcus himself, cf. [26]). For instance, according to [18] and [60], Chinese
people (and hence users) are rather relationship and family oriented based on
traditional powerful social hierarchical structures. In contrast, German users are
described as event oriented regarding acts, tools, work, jobs and competition.
Some tendencies regarding cultural differences can be used for the intercultural
user interface design and further reflections and research. Table 2 shows a summary of general recommendations for intercultural user interface design based
on [22].

3.3. HCI Dimensions
Based on the work of [9] [61] [62] and own studies [17] [58] [63] [64] [65] [66],
the author introduced the concept of HCI dimensions to support the determination of the relationship between culture and HCI [17]. HCI dimensions (HCIDs)
describe the “style of information processing” and the “interactional characteristics” of the user with the system. HCIDs are derived from the basic physical dimensions of space and time as well as from their sub-dimensions frequency,
speed, duration, density and order) (cf. Table 3).
HCIDs represent the characteristics of HCI by describing the HCI style of the
user, i.e. the path of information processing and the interaction style exhibited
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Table 2. Summary of recommendations for intercultural HCI design according to the
user interface characteristics regarding China and Germany (summarized by the author
in accordance to table 6-3 in [22]: 138 as well as to [22]: 305-317).
User Interface
Characteristics

China

Germany

Metaphor

Use clear hierarchy and
representation instead of abstraction

Use representation
instead of abstraction

Mental model

Use many references without sequence of
relevance, simple mental models, clear
articulation, limited choice and binary logic

Use few references
with sequence of
relevance and fuzzy logic

Navigation

Use limited and predefined
choice and navigation

Use open access and arbitrary
choice and unique navigation

Interaction

Use personalized but team-oriented
systems giving direct error messages,
guided help and providing
face-to-face interaction

Use distant but supportive
(error) messages providing open
and flexible interaction with the
system (e.g., full text search)

Presentation

Use formal speech providing high
contextual relationship-oriented
information as well as feminine colors

Use informal speech providing
low contextual task-oriented
information as well as
masculine colors

Table 3. HCI Dimensions.
Derived physical sub-dimensions
[basic physical dimension]

Information related
HCI dimension

Interaction related
HCI dimension

Frequency [Time]

Information frequency

Interaction frequency

Speed [Time]

Information speed

Interaction speed

Sequentiality/Priority/Order
[Time and Space]
Density/Quantity [Time and
Space]/Context [Time and Space]

Information
Interaction
order/Information parallelism order/Interaction parallelism
Information density

by the user based on the concepts of “information” and “interaction” according
to HCI dialogs that are characterized by transmitting pieces of information during user system interaction (cf. [67]).
Frequency, density, order and structure are concerned particularly during information processing; frequency and speed are concerned during interaction
behavior. HCI dimensions can be regarded as the main factors relevant for HCI
design, because they denote the basic classes for variables useful in HCI design.
The view of space, time and mental aspects is strongly culture dependent (cf.
[8]). HCI is, therefore, also culture dependent, because HCI dialogs, interaction,
information presentation and with that HCI generally are strongly linked with
time (interaction, communication) and space (layout, structure) as well as with
mental aspects (relations, thoughts) (cf. [3] [68] [69]). At least one potential indicator as a measurement variable is necessary to constitute the specifics of an
HCI dimension. Table 4 shows examples of indicators for some HCI dimensions.
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Table 4. HCI Dimensions represented by Specifics and Indicators.
HCI dimension

Specifics

Indicator(s)

Interaction frequency

Number of interactions
per time unit

Mouse clicks and mouse moves
per second or per session

Information density

Number of information
units per space unit

Numbe of words per message
or on the display

Information/Interaction
parallelism/order

Sequence of appearance
of information units

Number and sequence of dialog steps
(e.g. number of message boxes
used to indicate one system error)

For example, the indicator “number of information units per space unit” belongs to the HCI dimension “information density” and can be expressed by the
number of words displayed on the screen. The HCI dimension “interaction frequency” contains the variable “number of interactions per time unit” represented by the number of mouse clicks per second.

3.4. Usability Engineering
The usability of a system strongly depends on how the user can cope with the
system. This knowledge can be obtained “simply” by ob-serving and asking the
user during his interactions with the system. In this case the user articulates his
desires and hence his needs regarding the usability of the system. This is trivial
and easy, but unfortunately, this method is applied far too little in industrial HCI
design even today. This is critical because, if that knowledge is missing in the final product, it will not be wanted by the user: the customer (user) cannot use it
because important features are missing or it takes too long to do a certain task
using this system because of wrong design.
The preconditions for intercultural usability engineering are knowledge about
the cultural differences in HCI and its considerations in product design and
product realization (cf. [3] [63] [69]). In addition to the common misunderstandings between developers and users, which lead to different product design,
there are also misunderstandings because of cultural conditions. There is not
only a different comprehension of the requirements of the product but also culturally dependent perspectives and views of them (cf. [70]). Hence, the developer
needs much intercultural knowledge to understand a user from another culture.
Furthermore, he needs competency regarding intercultural communication to
enable the exchange of information with the user and to know exactly which
product the user is likely to have (cf. [71] [72]). With this in mind, [21] presented an empirical study for the development of a framework for the elicitation
of cultural influence in product usage to take into account culture and context in
HCI design. [73] investigated the impact of culture and gender on web sites. [74]
studied the influence of culture in global software engineering by thinking in
terms of cultural models. [75] did an empirical study concerning the organizational, cultural and technological use in a developing country.
“Intercultural” usability engineering is a method for designing products of
93
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good usability for users from different cultures [3]. The term “intercultural usability engineering” is commonly used by German usability engineers [16]. “Intercultural” in this context refers to the special methods that are necessary to do
usability engineering for different cultures [57]. Bad or lacking intercultural usability engineering within the development process of the product increases the
development and maintenance costs through requests for change. Detailed analysis of product requirements can save up to 80% of maintenance and implementation costs of such requests for change [76]. Therefore, intercultural HCI
design must already begin with the analysis of requirements before starting the
design in order to avoid a reduction of the fit between user and product if products of one culture are used in another (cf. [77] [78] [79]). At the collection of
culture specific user requirements and culture specific assessment of the concepts used, it must be determined how far approved methods of usability engineering are suitable. The existing cultural models should be taken into account
in the process of product design in the context of intercultural usability engineering. First, the product developers must be sensitized to the difficulties of
cultural influences on product development and product use. Then cultural factors influencing HCI must be provided to the developers and integrated into the
product. Finally, the procedures, which serve to capture the knowledge acquired
in concrete product design, must be institutionalized.
After the pioneer research of [79], several researchers have invested a great
deal of effort to determine the best methods and settings to test the usability and
user experience in cultural contexts. There is research to study cross cultural
think-aloud usability testing to make some suggestions for an experimental paradigm [42]. Moreover, usability constructs are investigated by doing a crosscultural study of how users and developers experience their use of information
systems [80]. The differences in usability testing in three countries as well as the
interaction design and usability from an Indian perspective was described by
[81]. In addition, the influence of cultural background on non-verbal communication in a usability testing situation was investigated [82] and [83] interpreted
cross-cultural usability evaluation based on a case study of a hypermedia system
for rare species management in Namibia. The situating media in the transfer of
rural knowledge in Africa to enfranchise indigenous rural people is research by
[84]. Most of these results of the mentioned research were discussed at a workshop in the frame of the conference “Interact 2011” [46]. The results of the
workshop on the international comprehension of usability the application of
usability methods were published by [85]. Finally, there is the trend to work on
methods to take cross-cultural differences into account in design in general [86].

3.5. Research Directions, Related Work and Empirical Studies
The number of studies supporting the importance of taking cultural aspects into
account in user interface design has been growing steadily since about 2000 (e.g.,
[87] [88]). However, there is relatively little literature and there are few guidelines for intercultural dialog and design for interaction (cf. [88] [27]) and very
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few especially for driver navigation systems (e.g., [90]). Most studies concern the
presentation of information on web pages (e.g., [91]-[98]). Even though there
are already the first pragmatic guidelines for intercultural web design [59] or intercultural HCI design [1], there are none for intercultural user interface design
in specific domains such as driver navigation systems that could be used easily
and effectively by HCI designers in this area. This is also supported by the overview of [99] as well as [100] presenting many activities and models for intercultural website design. There are little insights regarding interactive design, as the
overview of [45] regarding intercultural information design shows– even if, for a
short time, there have also been studies examining stand-alone systems and applications other than web applications (e.g., [27] [89] [101] [102]).
The cultural influences on the values of visible cultural variables of HCI is
proven empirically in the literature on internationalization and partly implemented in products (cf. [28] [103]) regarding surface level (presentation of information, speech and general design of machine) and functional level (machine
functions, service and technical documentation) of localization. Most of these
studies concentrate on “visible” cultural variables such as colors (NASA standard for colors (cf. [104] [105]), icons (use of pictorial or abstract icons, cf. [22]:
135), date and time, phone numbers and address formats, spelling, typography,
reading and writing directions, sorting methods (cf. [106]: 23-24), extension of
texts, text processing, number of characters (cf. [107]: 77) and multimedia [108].
Also the cultural prescription and user perception of information architecture
for a culture centered website was contrasted by [109] by doing a case study on
Muslim online users. It was asked by [110] why social media can cross seas but
not nationalisms while doing a cross-cultural comparative study of user interface
in social media. The proverb “talk is silver, silence is golden” in some cultural
context was confirmed by [111] via a cross cultural study on the usage of pauses
in speech. A cross-cultural evaluation of the facial expressions of avatars designed by Western designers was performed by [112]. In contrast, [113] concentrated on cross-cultural differences and information systems developer values. In
addition, [114] investigated culture and its effects on human interaction design
with emphasis on cross-cultural perspectives between Korea and Japan. Hence,
in the area of intercultural HCI design there is much research regarding the design of cross-cultural web pages and research of international product design (cf.
international workshops of internationalization of products and systems (IWIPS))
as well as many guidelines regarding the visible areas of graphic user interfaces
for the internationalization and localization of software.
In contrast, some cultural variables have not been thoroughly investigated so
far. Study of the literature does not reveal much about research on hidden intercultural variables at the interactional level. Cultural influence on HCI at the
interactional level, for example with respect to navigation, system structure and
mental models or varying functionality has not yet been investigated in detail to
develop optimal products for the specific culture. In addition, there is still little
literature about the connection between visible cultural aspects and hidden in95
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tercultural variables for HCI design. The investigation of cultural differences in
the information seeking process by [115] also supported the path to guidelines
that available on building IT architecture [116]. Regarding different kinds of
thinking, [117] proposed that the thought patterns of East Asians and Westerners differ greatly (holistic vs. analytic). Holistically minded people have a tendency to perceive a scene globally; they are more field-dependent. Analytically
minded people are more field-independent because they have a tendency to
perceive an object separately from the scene and tend to assign objects to categories. The relationship between cognitive styles and webpage perception is analyzed by [118]. Thereby, they studied and presented the culturally different behavior of eye movement. The different viewing patterns of Chinese, Korean and
American people suggest that webpage designers should be aware of the cognitive differences existing among holistically minded people and analytically
minded people, and that web pages should be designed to match the users’ cognitive styles in order to enhance usability. Holistically minded people (e.g., Chinese people) scan the entire page non-linearly. Hence, the design of content
should show the whole context of the website and the harmony between the foreground and background as well as the relationship among all the content
areas. In contrast, the webpage design should be as clear and simple as possible
for analytically minded people (e.g., German people). They tend to employ a sequential reading pattern among areas and to read from the center to the periphery of the page. Hence, the arrangement of all content areas must be considered carefully. Category titles and navigation items should be named as clearly
as possible since analytically minded people tend to pay more attention to these
items and gain an overall picture of the website from them. [118] also intended
to define the relationship between cognitive styles and webpage layout design.
This indicates once more that most intercultural studies concentrate on examining web pages. Besides, [49] also investigated cultural dimensions for user
experience doing a cross-country and cross-product analysis of users’ cultural
characteristics. A cross-cultural study on how users and developers experience
their use of information systems revealed differences in mobile Internet usage
between users from Japan (e.g., high email traffic) and Korea (e.g., many downloads) depending on different value structures in Japan and Korea imprinted by
culture [119]. Cultural differences in the understanding of metaphors applied in
user interfaces were examined by [120]. Since the real world changes from culture to culture, the metaphors referring to the real world that are used in HCI
must also be considered for the localization of user interfaces. Examination has
shown that test subjects from different cultures understand metaphors differently and their expectations, which they combine with the metaphors, are also
different. Moreover, an explorative study with French and Turkish users on an
e-learning site by [121] improved the cross-cultural understanding of the dual
structure of metaphorical icons. Hidden cultural variables in HCI design such as
information speed, information frequency, and interaction speed and interaction
frequency have been touched by [17] (cf. Section 3.3).
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However, all these variables can still be regarded as an open field for research
in intercultural HCI design because there is just so little empirical evidence for
the results in this area. In this respect, much effort must still be invested to investigate and consider hidden cultural variables in intercultural HCI design.

3.6. Models and Theories
The cultural model (iceberg metaphor) as developed by [11] is relevant for international user interface design. The relationship of user interface characteristics to Hofstede’s cultural dimensions was elaborated by [122]. In contrast to
[123], who generated a relationship model in cultural usability testing, [124]
postulated a three-perspective model of culture, information systems and their
development and use. Other authors based their approach on cultural models to
study the relationship between culture and HCI. The influences of culture in
global software engineering were analyzed by [74] via thinking in terms of cultural models. Based on the results of [17], the author formulated reflections on a
preliminary model of culturally influenced human computer interaction to cover
cultural contexts in HCI design which encompass the relationships between
cultural and HCI dimensions. According to the results of an empirical study
done by the author (cf. [44]), some of the correlations between the cultural dimensions and the HCI dimensions as well as their values were determined (cf.
[17]) leading to the concept of HCI style scores, which can be computed for the
designated cultural group from the Hofstede’s indices. The HCI style score expresses the average degree of information density and frequency as well as interaction frequency and speed the members in the designated cultural group expect according to the model developed by the author. For instance, the lower the
normalized HCI style score (ranging from 0 to 100) the lower the expected
amount of information and the lower the interaction frequency. The resulting
HCI style scores permit the establishment of clusters of countries that have similar HCI scores. According to these cultural clusters identified in the HCI style
score continuum it can be expected that these country clusters exhibit a similar
HCI style because of their similar cultural characterization defined by power
distance index (PDI), individualism index (IDV), masculinity (MAS), uncertainty avoidance index (UAI) and long term orientation (LTO) (cf. Table 5).
These taxonomic results partially resemble the findings of [125] on “Saxonic”,
“Teutonic”, “Gallic” and “Nipponic” styles. However, to generalize the postulated correlations many more studies with other cultural groups are required.
To achieve this both the values of the cultural dimensions (using VSM) and the
values of the HCI dimensions (such as pieces of presented information per
minute, cf. [17]) must be determined for every desired culture. This can be done
for indigenous groups as well by exploiting the same use cases and test settings
in the arbitrary cultural groups of interest. A test tool developed by the author
can be used to support this [58]. However, until there are no other values for the
cultural dimensions than Hofstede’s at the national level, those must be used to
test the model. In addition, to further confirm findings, factor analysis can be
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Table 5. HCI Styles around the world.
HCI style

Cultural characterization

Normalized HCI style
score (group averaged)

Asian

PDI high, IDV low,
MAS middle, UAI low, LTO high

90

Indian

PDI high, IDV middle,
MAS middle, UAI middle, LTO middle

70

African

PDI high, IDV low, MAS middle,
UAI middle, LTO low

60

Scandinavian

PDI low, IDV high, MAS low,
UAI middle, LTO low

40

Slavic

PDI high, IDV middle,
MAS middle, UAI high, LTO low

30

Angle-Saxon

PDI low, IDV high,
MAS middle, UAI low, LTO low

20

German

PDI low, IDV middle,
MAS high, UAI middle, LTO low

10

applied to statistically calculate the corresponding loadings to the HCI style by
clustering Hofstede’s indices according to their HCI style score. The findings
should refine the currently assumed rules that describe the relationship between
cultural imprint and HCI style of a group (with at least 20 members). The explanatory value of this descriptive model still must be worked out.
In addition to this model, there are several other approaches towards a theory
of culturally influenced human computer interaction. An explanatory theory for
using management information systems in the Chinese business culture was developed by [126]. Moreover, [127] applied activity theory as a framework for
accommodating cultural factors in HCI studies. Integrating activity theory into a
usage-centered design approach is the method of [128] to cover environmental
contexts, whereas [129] worked towards a HCI theory of cultural cognition. This
systematic usage-centered design approach was extended by [130] o also cover
cultural contexts by subjoining a cultural model as a new component. A theory
of socio-technical interactions was outlined to explain culture by [131] integrating theory, research and application to understand culture. Using activity theory
to tackle cultural contexts is very prominent (cf. [52] [128] [132]). ADA and
CMU theory was compared in order to derive a theory for cultural usability
[133]. However, until now, there is no final theory that would explain all relevant factors necessary to derive design recommendations for culture-centered
HCI design. This still remains a task for the future.

3.7. Processes, Standards and Tools
International standards for HCI and usability have been emerged and commented [134]. The user-centered HCI design process is defined in ISO 9241-210
and the emerging ISO 9241-220. ISO 9241-171 can be used to integrate cultural
aspects to cover intercultural HCI design processes. In addition, the working
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team “quality standards” of the German UXPA (user experience professionals
association) carved out a usability engineering process that can be extended by
the necessary roles, tasks, methods, documents and work products, which are
necessary to take cultural aspects into account and to fit them into any cultural
contexts. A company culture audit was serves to improve development team’s
collaboration, communication and cooperation [135]. The intercultural interaction analysis tool (IIA tool) was developed to determine the cultural differences
in HCI at interaction level [58].

4. Discussion
4.1. Problems and Controversies in Converging Divergences
in Intercultural User Interface Design
4.1.1. Methodological Challenges
The methodological problem in researching culture is that the transmission of
simple systems is easier than the integration of complex systems, which can only
be achieved by human creativity [136]. This applies primarily to cultural questions, which encompass and integrate the complete context of a member of a
culture. This problem also confronts intercultural user interface design, which
makes it compellingly necessary to deal with the combination or linkage of culture with HCI design. Therefore, along with the common issues and challenges
in HCI and in HCI design (cf. [137] [138]) and in the usability engineering
process (cf. [139]), problems also arise because they must work in a cultural
context (cf. [5] [21] [140] or [141]). Hence, the problems in adapting HCI to the
cultural background of the user must be investigated [142]. Many aspects have to
be taken into account simultaneously to obtain possible cultural explanations for
their effect on HCI. Alternatively, the effects of culture on HCI cannot be explained by only one single aspect but by many different influences due to the
complexity of culture. Another problem in cultural research is that one cannot
predict how the single parts of the cultural puzzle will fit together (cf. [136]:
130). This has implications for the use of these methods in intercultural HCI design and intercultural usability engineering (cf. [143]).
4.1.2. Different Approaches
Furthermore, different approaches exist for determining intercultural variables
and their values. For instance, cultural dimensions arise from cultural studies
that can give insight into the diversity of cultures. From cultural dimensions, intercultural factors for HCI design can be derived. The results thus acquired are
supported argumentatively and deductively, but not yet confirmed empirically
(cf. [59]: 5 et seq.). Furthermore, the connection between cultural dimensions
and HCI design has not yet been studied in depth [144]. Either detailed empirical studies must follow or the results can only serve as exemplifications, but not
as a scientific foundation for further research. The complement to this deductive
approach is the inductive approach: Cultural markers have been determined by
empirical studies (e.g., [37] [40] [145]), which are specific for a certain culture
and which are preferably used within this certain culture. There is direct influ99
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ence of cultural markers on the performance of users interacting with the system
and hence the connection between culture and usability (confirmed by studies
from [37] [40] [41]). However, these results cannot be generalized to be valid for
a complete country because the sample sizes are too small and the limited representativeness of the test persons precludes statistical results of high quality. This
is one reason why there are few evident qualitative empirical studies and even
fewer purely quantitative studies (cf. [146] as well as [147]) which treat the interaction of culturally different imprinted users with the system.
4.1.3. High Research Effort
Hidden variables are difficult to identify because they are only recognizable over
time. Therefore, the reason for the lack of results regarding direct hidden intercultural variables at the interaction level is also grounded in the difficulty of accessing and measuring them. To work against these methodological difficulties
in studying hidden variables, it is reasonable, to a certain degree, to regard interaction and dialog design separately. First, the cultural differences in the interaction between user and system must be investigated, and then, how the interaction affects information flow between user and system must be treated. Finally,
how dialog windows should be designed for culturally different users also needs
investigation, which should lead to preliminary design recommendations.
4.1.4. Lacking Empirical Confirmation
Not all recommendations have yet been proved empirically ac-cording to the
five areas of user interface characteristics, even if there is some research in this
area. Röse validated some of the aspects pointed out by Marcus doing qualitative
studies in China regarding different layouts for Chinese and German users (cf.
[148]). Moreover, regarding metaphors it is the case that in China hierarchical
taxonomies and classifying instruments are applied rather than the case in Germany because of the high power distance values. Most of the recommendations
presented must be tested and confirmed empirically in detail by additional studies before being suggested as best practices or even useful guidelines, if not already done so. Furthermore, parallel to the research literature, empirical investigations regarding intercultural user interface characteristics are necessary,
more specifically by comparing several systems of different cultures (benchmark
tests) as well as usability evaluations (usability testing) to determine the usability
of different systems.
4.1.5. Usage of Cultural Dimensions
On the one hand, critics of Hofstede claim that the samples drawn from IBM’s
worldwide employee interview in their original study of 1967-72 are not representative. They do not provide data for actually measuring national culture differences between the countries but rather the differences within the corporate
culture of IBM. Furthermore, Hofstede’s approach ignores differences within a
nation. The model treats a nation like a homogeneous collection of individuals
who share the same structure of values. This is not correct in most cases (cf.
[149]) and [150]). Some studies show inconsistencies in the values of Hofstede as
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presented by [151]: Power distance index (PDI) values for Japan, China and
USA differ from those found by Hofstede. Furthermore, although much is said
about what should be taken into account culturally, little empirical research is
available on this topic as also pointed out, for instance, by [151]. In addition, a
different behavior does not necessarily mean a different cultural (propositional)
attitude, i.e. a different cognitive state in the web of belief. Restricted appreciation and mediation of cultural dimensions and models can lead to ineffective or
even restricting action strategies [152]. In this case, a little cultural understanding proves to be just as bad as or even worse than no cultural understanding at
all. Therefore, [152] pleads for dimension independent cultural models because
they make the derivation of concrete behavior patterns possible whose explanations are founded on concrete manifestations of the culture described in contrast
to models that use cultural dimensions. For instance, marrying CIIs with NLP
principles as suggested by [17] means “cultural” adaptation at the individual level. The criticism concerning the correctness of Hofstede’s cultural dimensions
and their indices reduces confidence in them, which then implies that it is probably better or at least advisable not to build an adaptive system based on these
but on parameters that represent the immediate behavior of the user with the
system.
On the other hand, supporters of Hofstede’s theory reject these moves away
from Hofstede because numerous independent repetition studies in subsequent
years confirmed Hofstede’s results. Moreover, Hofstede’s results referred to different subgroups of the respective populations and nevertheless showed similar
national differences, which agree with Hofstede’s dimension values. Furthermore, Hofstede points particularly to the different levels of culture whilst distancing himself from the list of questions (VSM) which was included with his
explanations and designed for further use by the readers. According to [153] this
is also because one of the consequences of his research and its results (and a
starting point for criticism) is the “not reflected” appropriation and assignment
of his cultural model which is seen as a useful tool for research (cf. [154]) and a
useful starting point to research user interfaces in the cultural context (especially
if a well founded theory is the designated goal of the research).

4.2. Research Directions in Converging the Divergence in
Intercultural User Interface Design
The trend in research on culture and HCI is to verify preliminary models and
theories by doing extensive empirical studies in various cultural contexts. Furthermore, the relationship between culture and HCI design must subsequently
be elaborated upon in detail. The focus of investigating cultural differences will
shift from the national level to a regional level and even to any other situation to
cover all cultural contexts. Thereby, methods, models and theories will be
adapted and improved upon in the near future by taking the results from many
empirical studies into account to derive and optimize processes for intercultural
HCI design and intercultural usability engineering and thereby establish inter101
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national norms and develop tools that finally augment the international standards of research covering arbitrary cultural contexts in HCI.
4.2.1. Reframing HCI through Indigenous Perspectives
“Reframing” means taking cultural aspects into account at the local level (cultural context/indigeniously) in addition to the national level. For the last years
the research and literature accounting for cultural contexts in Human Computer
Interaction (HCI) design have grown quickly (cf. [20] [155]). In addition, until
recently, culture in HCI was considered a matter of internationalization or localization [156]. As computer use spreads around the world, these traditional approaches to culture and HCI have proven to be seriously insufficient approaches.
According to [21] and [69], successful intercultural HCI design goes far beyond
a regular design process by taking into account different mentalities, thought
patterns and problem solving strategies that are anchored in culture. Usage patterns differ from culture to culture according to different power structures [9],
for example flat vs. hierarchical ones or problem solving strategies being linear
vs. non-linear [148]. Hence, the designer must know exactly what the user needs
or wants (e.g. why and in which context [71]). In addition, local designers must
adapt general HCI methods to their needs (cf., [84] [85] [157]). Feasible recommendations and guidelines for the conception, design and evaluation of issues
when implementing standard HCI perspectives in local contexts, as exemplified
by German developers generating products for Chinese people, can be found in
[70]. Related work on culture and HCI has been compiled along with [35] [85]
[158] and by the author [17]. Within culturally different groups one must also
consider dependence on context, situation and experience (cf. [84]). This knowledge can be determined most precisely by using inquiry approaches or methods
based on communication like interviews, focus groups or questionnaires [159].
For successful (intercultural) user interface design and (intercultural) usability
engineering it is necessary that the developer understands the user [160], because they have different points of view [161]. Only by taking the perspective of
a user by the HCI designer into account in order to grasp their needs depending
on their world view, general knowledge, context and purpose of usage can good
user interfaces of high usability be achieved. Excellent user experience design
should be the result (cf. [135] [162] [163] [164]). However, problems in intercultural communication ensuring empathic access to the user requirements inhibit good usability for system design and the related user experience (cf. [5]
[8]). This is because people and groups are shaped by many cultural systems, including religion, language and training as well as gender and life experience (cf.
[17] [18]) representing a certain “culture”, i.e. being a member of a group
representing the same cultural characteristics.
4.2.2. Recommendations and Solutions for Converging Divergence
in Intercultural User Interface Design
Several researchers working in this area of taking cultural contexts into account
in HCI design have already profited from the results of empirical studies to build
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well elaborated and comprehensible work products that end in complex but valuable models, theories and tools for further and broader fruitful future research.
For instance, the horizontal orientation of menus in layouts for the Chinese
population was determined by [165]. A cross-cultural comparative study of users’ perceptions of a webpage with the focus on the cognitive styles of Chinese,
Koreans and Americans was done by [118]. Finally, [166] developed a culture-sensitive image tagging interface. Another example presents [40] who conducted an exploratory study of cultural markers based on [167] to build a culturally competent corporate multilingual web site. A pilot study in china was performed by [168] to clarify language issues in cross cultural usability testing. Finally, the path to cross-cultural technology design by creating culture-sensitive
technology for local users has been augmented by [169].
In any case, it is important to take cultural context into account in designing
HCI. A cross-cultural study on knowledge sharing emerged that saving face and
sharing personal information is appropriate depending on the situation [170]. A
total of 197 Chinese undergraduate students and 111 American undergraduate
students participated in the study. The first finding was that both Chinese and
American students were more willing to share personal knowledge with ingroup members than with out-group members. Furthermore, the results sho
wed that common work experience between group members was more important than common national cultural background in determining a people’s attitude towards knowledge sharing. Another interesting finding was that Chinese
participants were more willing to share personal information with an American
stranger (out-group) than a Chinese stranger (in-group), while American participants showed no such difference. In summary, these findings indicate that a
global organization should take both national culture and in-group/out-group
factors into consideration to facilitate knowledge sharing.
In addition, personalization and adaptation to the different user needs is necessary: “[...] Internet strategies should be localized or adjusted to unique cultures, since people want different values even from the same services across different cultures. [...] Mobile Internet services need to be personalized to individual users because value structures and usage patterns are influenced by various
factors across countries. To develop personalized services, mobile Internet service providers need to segment user groups by cultural, demographical, or socioeconomic factors and monitor them, which may enable them to chase users’ fast
changing needs or values efficiently” ([119]: 237).

5. Conclusion
In the area of intercultural user interface design, the difficult investigation of
methodological intercultural factors still stands at the beginning where it is acquiring results for phenomena like different habits of interacting with the system, different expectations regarding navigation within hyperspace or different
mental models. It is still decisive in the area of intercultural user interface design
to bridge the gap between cultural aspects and those specifically for user inter103
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face design. This is especially the case with respect to the current lack of research
regarding culturally imprinted interaction and dialog design based on empirical
studies regarding hidden cultural variables. Even if the research concerning culture-centered HCI design is growing enormously, it is the most important to integrate the results from empirical studies considering cultural contexts in HCI
design and thereby, provides the basis of both data to feed models and construct
theories and the basis of the graduated measuring rod for their verification
representing the path to get the convergent divergence in the field of intercultural user interface design. Even if there is still a long way to go, there are already
converging strategies that have to be exploited and developed further to reduce
the divergence in intercultural user interface design. One possible approach to
this is to reframe HCI by taking cultural aspects into account at the local level
(cultural context/indigenously) in addition to the national level up to the approach of designing in the wild. These procedures can be supported by using a
mix of IUID methods applying user interface characteristics, human computer
interaction dimensions. It is a matter of future research to determine which
combination of converged approaches, methods, processes and tools will survive
and lead the research paradigm in order to reduce divergence in IUID.
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